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Writing teachers
found their muse
and some great
lesson plans at EMU
this summer. See
story on page 31.
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Cover Story>>
In the field of linguistics, all roads seemingly lead
to EMU. For 15 years, the University has been the
epicenter for an academic discipline with tens of
thousands of members worldwide. The presence
of The LINGUIST List creates worldwide acclaim,
fuels program growth and helps attract millions
in grants. See story on page 19.
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Homebodies
Students are
lending helping
hands to Habitat
for Humanity
and planning to
build a home on

Write moves
Writing teachers
in southeast
Michigan hone
their craft with
help from the
Eastern Michigan

:�i�O 31·ct
Global fluency
EMU's foreign
language pro
gram is adding
languages and
travel require
ments in time
for "The Year of
Languages:'

Branching out
EMU Hillel is
expanding pro
grams for
Jewish students
and playing a
larger role in
recruiting.

Child's play
Alethea Helbig,
an emeritus
professor,
helped define
the field of chil
dren's literature,
and through
donations is
enriching the
Halle Library.
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12

Word up
Among the students and staff
members of The LINGUIST List on
hand for our cover photo were
(from left): Hong Chao, a volunteer;
Marisa Ferrara, staff; Zhenwei Chen,
staff; Tanya Sydorenko, graduate
assistant; Helen Anstar-Dry,
professor; Michael Appleby, staff;
Takako Matsui, staff, and Jessica
Boynton, an undergraduate student.
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AWARDS FOR
PUBLICATION EXCELLENCE

Polite company
Vernon C. Polite
wants to build
on traditions
and enhance
excellence as
new dean of the
College of
Education.
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Talking strategy and
opportunity witli Dean
Polite in his Porter office.

Editor's Note EMU's College of Education h s thrived during a
a

pericxl of remarkable leadership srabiliry. Since rhe presidency of Gerald ford, rhe
besr-known college ar EMU bas had only four leaders: John D. Mulhern, W. orr
\'(/esrerman,] r., Jerry Robbins and Alane Starko (interim clean for rhe pasr year).
That stability and consistency allowed rhe college ro focus more on sustaining qual
ity and excellence and less on executive transitions and dean-hiring committees.
But for the first time since 1994, the college is entering one of those pericxls
of transition. All eyes will be on Vernon C. Polire, the new dean. Polite is a self
described introvert, but is ready ro move outside his comfort zone ro do whar
needs co be done: roming the school's hisrory of success and innovation ro the nexr
generation ofeducational leaders. I le is already at work on drafting a series of pro
posed special initiatives, from a new Academy for Fumre Teachers ro an lnsrirute
for rhe Srucly of the Education Gap. (He talked about his goals and philosophies
during our interview; my profile of him begins on page 34).
Raised in Detroit, Polite is familiar wirh the educational needs and
screngrhs of rhe sratc. l le views EMU as a leading provider of educators nor
just for Michigan, bur the world. Teachers, like cars, may one clay become
one of the stare·s leading exports. And ir's likely the besr ones will bear rhe
scamp "Made at EMU."

Kevin Merrill

Contributors

Abby Palmer is a public
relatrons major at EMU
with plans to move to the
West Coast after gradual·
ing in December. Known
to her friends as being
"star-crazy." she wants to
be an event planner for
celebrities. For now, she
enjoys writing feature sto
nes and hopes to continue
to work as a freelance
writer after college.
(, l'coplt'. l'mgr<'" & E.1'tl'rll !\.lid11!,:,lll U1ll\L'Nt,
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Tanesha C. Blackmon
graduated from EMU rn
April with a degree that
emphasized professional
writing. Besides being a
proud- alumna, she wears
the hats of freelance writer
and poet. Write Now!
Communications,
Blackman's professional
writing service, was found
ed this year. In 2006, she
plans to independently
publish her first book.

Craig Watson is an EMU
senror majoring in commu
nrcations technology and a
student photographer in
the Office of lfniversity
Communications. He's
been the photo editor of
the Eastern Echo, the stu
dent newspaper, for two
years, and a frequent free
lance contributor to EMU's
Continuing Education
office and the Heritage
Newspaper chain.
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People

WE, THE STUDENTS
Student Government leaders set ambitious 2005-06 agenda
Bobby Murkowski and Daniel Cicchini
hear it from fellow students all the time:
Student Government doesn't do enough
for them. This year, the pair wants to
change that perception.
"One of our top priorities is to
improve the University's reputation in the
community and among students, as well
as build up Student Government's credi
bility on campus," said Murkowski, elect
ed in April to a one-year term as EMU's
student body president.
"The students' lack of understanding
concerning Student Government is a
mutual failure on both sides," said
Cicchini, who ran as vice president on a
ticket with Murkowski. "Student Govern
ment needs to do a better job informing
students about what we do on a day-to
day basis and why we are spending our
time on these things. Students need to
know how they benefit from the things
we work on. But on the other hand, they
need to have a vested interest in Student
Government to formulate a fair opinion
about the organization:·
Murkowski and Cicchini also have big
plans for President John A. Fallon, Ill. They
will give him advice on how best to inter
act with students and meet with him reg
ularly to ensure the student voice factors
into decision-making.
To achieve their goals, the tandem
unveiled an ambitious agenda:
• creation of a task force to improve
academic advising.
• more collaboration with the Faculty
Council (the faculty's on-campus govern
ing board).
• increased legislative lobbying to
gain more state funding for the University.
• creation of an online textbook swap.
• improved accessibility for students
with disabilities.
• creation of a student bill of rights.
• posting of the student evaluations
of faculty online.
Murkowski, 21, a senior from Saline,
Mich., and Cicchini, 19, a junior from
Berkley, Mich., also want a 24-hour stu
dent computer lab in the Bruce T. Halle
Library and a task force to study the tech-

nology fee currently
levied on every
credit hour.
'We really want
to prove to the stu
dents that we are
working hard with
their best interests
in mind," Cicchini
said. "Just because
they can't see what
is
happening
behind the scenes
doesn't mean that
we aren't doing
anything. We actu
ally have more
power as Student
Government leaders than [students] at other universities
because the faculty and administrators
that we work with are very receptive to
our ideas and are easily accessible:'
The pair wants fellow students to
feel welcome to participate in any level of
Student Government. Comprised like the
U.S. government, it includes an executive
branch where Murkowski and Cicchini
reside; a legislative branch that includes
the student senate and house of repre
sentatives; and a student court. Students
can get involved at any of these levels,
and they are encouraged to voice opin
ions at meetings and attend Student
Government-sponsored events.
"Our student body is largely a work
ing-class student body and it has much
larger time demands with family and jobs.
They don't have the time to get involved
in the University atmosphere as much as
they may like," Murkowski said. "Because
of this, they can't always find out every
thing that is going on on campus. At the
same time, Student Government will be
looking to improve its communication
with the student body over the next year
to better explain what we're doing on
behalf of the students'.'
Student Government's yearly budget
- about $195,000 - is derived from less
than l percent of the revenue generated
from the student activity fee, which is
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Since April, Bobb� Murkowski (left) and
Darnel Cicchini have been putting in
40-hour weeks as student leaders.
Topping Student Government's list of
priorities is improved academic advising.
assessed on every credit hour taken at
EMU. Its largest expense is grants to stu
dent organizations, many of which rely on
Student Government for all of their rev
enue. Murkowski will propose a budget in
the fall to the student senate, which can
approve or veto it. Once the budget gets
approved, Murkowski administers it.
Murkowski and Cicchini met last
year while serving in Student Govern
ment: Murkowski as vice president and
Cicchini as a student senator. The duo
won 67 percent of the vote in April; stu
dents cast 1,500 votes, more than dou
ble the 2004 turnout.
"There were two really active cam
paigns encouraging students to get out
and vote, which may be one of the rea
sons why there was a larger turnout this
year," Murkowski said.
Since April, the pair often worked 40hour weeks on campus. Each majors in
political science and plans to attend law
school after graduation. After law school,
Murkowski wants to practice public law.
Cicchini plans to pursue a political career
at the state level and work up to being a
U.S. senator. •!•

- Abby Palmer
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< A Conversation With ... John Dugger>
Q: What is the College of
Technology's biggest accom
plishment in it
first 25 years?
A: Technology has played a

unique and important role at
Eastern Michigan University
by allowing the University to
be responsive and agile in
developing programs to meet
the rapidly changing needs
on a regional, state, national
and even international basis.
Unlike other colleges that
began as part of EMU and
find their direction in the
institution's historical taxono
my, the College of Technol
ogy is relatively new and
finds its direction in the
developing marketplace. The
college's biggest accomplish
ment in the first 25 years has
been its ability to achieve
such a high level of success
in designing special and tech
nical programs in response to
the changing world. For
example, EMU didn't have an
aviation management pro
gram in 1980 and we created
one in response to the
emerging air-travel industry
and the need for people who
manage different aspects of
the aviation business. We're
proud of our contribution to
EMU and our ability to
assist the University in
being so responsive
to marketplace
needs.

Q: The college recently
reorganized into the School
of Technology Studies and
the School of Engineering
Technology. Why?

A: This is another example
of how the college strives to
be responsive and agile in its
delivery of technology educa
tion. When EMU recently
considered a University-wide
reorganization and indicated
an intention to transfer some
departments into the College
of Technology, we used this
as an opportunity to reflect
upon our own structures and
to investigate whether there
might be better ways for the
college to operate. We con
ducted surveys and analyzed
the degree of relatedness
among the COT programs
with general education
requirements. As a result of
this investigation, we deter
mined that the college would
be best served by organizing
itself into these two schools.
One of my visions is to take
either or both of these new
schools and, with the critical
mass of related programs,
develop special honors pro
grams and then create addi
tional synergies between
those programs. Although
change is always difficult,
the COT faculty and staff
have a long history of
success in being
agile and responsive.
This is yet one
more example.

Q: The role of technology

is reshaping how scholars
work and teach in every
discipline. Does this
expansion render the
College of Technology
irrelevant?
A: Absolutely not! To the con

trary, I predict that the College
of Technology will play a criti
cal role in helping other col
leges at EMU utilize technolo
gy most effectively. Our col
lege has expertise in deploy
ing technology. We under
stand the rules, best practices
and taxonomies (such as
technology-risk assessments
and technology lifecycles) that
other colleges need to consid
er. We have the ability to
share concepts that will help
other colleges and units at
EMU most effectively select
and deploy technology
resources. The College of
Technology is in the business
of helping others select, deter
mine and deploy technology
in order to improve the
human condition. Our role in
assisting other colleges and
units at EMU with the deploy
ment of technology is not yet
well developed, but the COT
is up for the challenge. We
can become a world leader in
the deployment of technology
if we're diligent and we work
hard. That's the bright vision.

Q: What's the biggest
challenge facing the college?
A: The college has grown

tremendously over the past
four years. In addition to the
recent reorganization into the
School of Technology Studies
and the School of Engineering
Technology, the college has
also developed three new
institutes and centers. We
have changed from a focus on
programs and curricula to a
focus on the linkages between
the classroom and
centers/institutes. Linking the
classroom with these centers
and institutes serves as a por
tal to connect our students
and faculty with the world.
This portal has allowed us to
develop some pretty com
pelling proposals for external
funding. As we look toward
the future and determine
which funding to pursue, our
challenge is to decide where
we want to focus in the com
ing years. We need to identify
which new directions to pur
sue and which new areas of
expertise to develop. This will
serve as the basis for develop
ing another new center or
institute and for continuing to
deliver the quality, state-of-the
art experiences that empower
our students to go out and
make an impact by improving
the competitiveness of the
organizations in which
they'll work.

John C. Dugger

John C. Dugger, Ph.D., became dean of the College of
Technology in January 200 I. He received his doctorate in
industrial education from Texas A & M l ·niversicy. Prior co
joining EMl ·, he chaired the industrial education and technolo
gy department at Iowa Scace llniversicy for nine years. He has
taught and/or consulted internationally and for companies
including Barr-Numm Transportation, Vermeer Manufacturing
and the Howard R. Green Company. Prior co pursuing his
higher education, he served in the l·niced States Army.
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Engagement

Empowered
Getting youths involved
EMU and several local agencies are part
nering to help teenagers create programs
that the teens decide are most needed in
the area. Members of Ypsilanti Youth
Empowered to Act (YYEA) work with cam
pus and community leaders to research,
plan, organize and implement youth-direct
ed seNice-learning projects. The National
SeNice-Learning Partnership and the WK.
Kellogg Foundation provided the grant, and
EMU, the Ann Arbor Community Foun
dation and the Neutral Zone are principals
in its implementation.

Citizenship

Professor awarded Fulbright
Joe Bishop, a professor in the Depart
ment of Teacher Education at EMU, was
awarded a prestigious Fulbright Scholar
grant for a semester of teaching and
research in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Bishop will travel to the young European
nation to answer questions from educa
tors there about schools, democracy and
citizenship. His teaching at EMU mainly
focuses on those topics, as well as issues
surrounding schools in a multicultural
society. He expects those themes to play
a central role in what he teaches while in
Bosnia and Herzegovina.

!\fleasuring

impact

EMU's community outreach
l·: xl'mplar d,·, 01,·, co, ,·rag,· 111
l'ach i"u,· to l-:i\11 \ puhlic
,·11gag,·111,·1H i11i1ia1iH·,. T hl'
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,·d n·pn·"·nt co1ll1·ihu1ion, and
ad1i,·,,·mull, fn,111 l'l'llll'r,.
offitl', and institutl', atro,,
campu,. Till' ,1,11·i,·, ,harl' a
t'C >lllllH ,n l hcnH·: dt·111c ,n,t Lii ing
till' I niH·1·,i1, \ l'Clllllllilnll'lll
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and gc",·r11n1t·1ll ,.

Homebodies

EMU 'elbow grease' aids Habitat for Humanity

Each time Sarah Stanton puts out a call
for volunteers, she holds her breath. As
the executive director of the Huron
Valley chapter of Habitat for Humanity
(H4H), she is always asking for more
from volunteers who ohen are already
stretched too thin. "Children get sick, or
things come up at work: We just never
know how many people will make it in
the end," she said.
On at least one afternoon this sum
mer, Stanton did not need to worry.
When the day came to start building

houses in Ypsilanti as part of the Jimmy
Carter Work Project 2005, 30 EMU stu
dents from the Volunteers Incorporating
SeNice Into Our Neighborhoods
(VISION) program arrived to help. 'We
were really happy to have them," Stanton
said. "It had turned out to be a light day
for volunteers'.'
Many of the EMU student volunteers
had another reason, besides altruism, for
appearing: getting needed construction
experience in anticipation of a student
led, volunteer-driven
Habitat for

l :X l \\ l' l A R

< Databank
Humanity project EMU and VISION have
undertaken for 2006. That's why VISION
participants such as Lamar Santos-Wilson,
a junior political science and public rela
tions major from Lansing, picked up a
hammer and hoisted wood beams for
the Huron Valley chapter.
Santos-Wilson said most students,
himself included, had no building experi
ence. It didn't seem to faze the Habitat
employees or other volunteers, who
directed the EMU students to check in
with the team leaders of each of the two
houses being built that day. Team leaders
then dispersed the volunteers to the con
struction areas in greatest need of an
extra set of hands.
"It took some of us a little while actually a long while - to get comfortable
with the tools," Santos-Wilson said. "But
everyone was really friendly and helpful:'

EMU's assistant director for Community
Service and Leadership. "VISION students
proposed a Habitat project and are now
in the early stages of planning and fund
raising. By helping this summer, these
students are making connections and
raising awareness of the project, not to
mention gaining the experience we'll
need next year:'
Stanton was pleased not only with
the turnout, but the impact the day's expe
riences had on the students. "It is critically
important for groups like VISION to join
us," she said. 'We need to reach as many
people as possible with the message that
Habitat homeowners are not that different
from you and I. They must have steady
employment and be able to be approved
for a mortgage. To do that, they often work
two and sometimes three jobs - in day
care centers, restaurants, retail stores and

Scholarly support
2006-07 scholarships,
awards and grants
$8.1 3 million

Scholarships, awards and grants

$5.38 million

Athletic grants-in-aid

$730,000

Federal and state matches

SOL R(I i)n·1StC'rl cf I 11ri,llmmr Stn.• 1((S;
appr,,w,/ /1111r ll i,,,,1, �I I.Ill lloar.l of /l.r.�r111<

Class notes
Geographic origins of
FTIACs* (Fall 2004)

Georgina Bennett, an
EMU Junior majoring in
secondary education,
volunteered her time this
summer to help with a
home-construction proj
ect in Ypsilanti.

Santos-Wilson understands how people
get attached to a cause like Habitat for
Humanity. "You drive up thinking that you
don't know how you're going to help
since you've never even held a hammer
before. The next thing you know, you're
helping put the roof on. Then you're put
ting the windows in. People were really
excited. Twenty years from now, I'll see
that house and be able to say, 'See that
second and third window? I put those in.
I helped put up the d rywall inside:"
"For years, EMU faculty and staff
have been asking us to come up with a
volunteer project everyone could be a
part of: students, staff and EMU commu
nity members," said Peggy Harless,

government offices:'
The Huron Valley chapter received
122 applications for the eight-to- 1 O
homes it will build this year. ''The more
support we get, the more we can build,"
Stanton said. 'We're thrilled that EMU will
build their own house in 2006:'
For more information on the EMU
chapter of Habitat for Humanity, visit
www.emich.edu/h4h. From there you
can download a volunteer interest form;
learn about the domestic and interna
tional mission of Habitat for Humanity,
and check on the progress of EMU's
H4H house. •:•
- Kathleen Shields

•
•

1,745

Southeast Michigan

369

Other Michigan

146

Ohio

71

Other states

26

International

* First time in any college
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GOING TO THE DOGS
Center helps inventor get a grip on can ine-friendly toy

Janet Brown-Smith describes her QVC
experience as a continuing. unbelievable
"blur," but is quite clear about where it all
started - Eastern Michigan University
After a nationwide search among
5,000 inventors in l O cities, QVC selected
Brown-Smith, a hairdresser from Plymouth,
as one of only 100 people whose product
received exposure in the QVC National
Product Search this summer. Her product,
"Chase-it," is a toy for exercising pets. It
costs $24.95 and can be purchased online
at www.chaseitpettoys.com.
"I had two crary Sheltie dogs that just
ran me ragged," Brown-Smith said. Her
solution was the idea for a new pet toy. She
brought her idea to EMU's Center for
Product Research and Development, which
designed the toy's ergonomic handle. The
design addressed concerns expressed by a
friend of Brown-Smith, who had hand prob
lems and difficulty gripping.
"It took five months to design and
complete an ergonomically-correct handle,"
said Daniel Fields, the director of the center.
Because of the design, anyone can
12 People. Progre" & Ea�rcrn Michigan University

"I had two crazy Sheltie dogs that just ran
me ragged," said Brown-Smith. Her solu
tion was the idea for a new pet toy. She
said her QVC appearance gives her inven
tion overnight exposure and hopefullr,
will help sales "take off.'
use the toy, including people in a wheel
chair or those with difficulty gripping or
arthritis, she said. By swinging the handle
and twirling the rod, the toy moves, causing
animals to run and jump.
The toy has a handle on a fiberglass
rod, covered with braided nylon, which is
tethered to a rope with an attached
stuffed animal at the end. Once the
design was complete, Brown-Smith's next
step was to get 1 ,500 toys manufactured
and delivered to QVC, which she says has
been the most stressful part of the mar
keting process.
"I will be going on the air this summer
to sell my product, thanks to the wonderful
prototype design (of the handle) by EMU.
The handle has made such a difference. It's
not just another pet toy," she said. The QVC
appearance will give her invention
overnight exposure and hopefully help
Fall 2005

sales. About 400 toys have
been sold so far.
"It's a high-quality prod
uct," she said, pointing out that
it has passed QVC's 200pound quality-assurance crush
test. "I'll let the nation find out
about it on QVC'
Created in 2002,
EMU's center - housed in the
College of Technology - offers
individuals and companies
help with patent searches,
product design and prototypes
for medical, electronic and
mechanical devices.
'We realized that there
were no resources for the indi
vidual inventor. They were an
underserved population who
had nowhere to go. EMU was a
natural fit," said Phil Rufe, an
instructor with the center.
Individuals feel more comfort
able coming to EMU than a
profit-making center, he said,
because they can save money
and are confident that the University won't
steal their ideas.
In a typical year, the center takes on
about 20 projects. Some take longer than
others because the individual does not
have the money right away, loses interest in
the project, gets busy at work, has family
issues or the center doesn't have the
equipment to do the job.
"It's a long road to retail success and
she's gotten the furthest of anyone (using
the center) when it comes to consumer
products," Rufe said.
The centers objectives are working
with the community and providing educa
tion and learning experiences. At any one
time, about 1 5 students are working at the
center, either as a class project, senior proj
ect or independent study, Rufe said.
More information about the center is
available at www.emich.edu/cprd. •!•
- Carol Anderson
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< Around campus >

Green
vs. blue

Battle of Washtenaw

It happens only about once a decade: the
so-called Battle of Washtenaw County.
The event is a match-up between the
county's two Division I football programs.
In other words, Eastern Michigan University
vs. the University of Michigan.
The teams last met Sept. 1 9, 1 998,
at M ichigan Stadium, and meet there
again Sept. 1 7. In the last contest, EMU
came in with a 1 - 1 record, while U-M was
0-2. Super Bowl MVP Tom Brady, a junior
when he played against EMU, threw one
touchdown and one interception. The
score was 24- 1 4 early in the third period,
but ended with a 20-59 U-M win. EMU
finished the season 3-8; U-M ended with
a l 0-3 record.
A much-improved Eagles' squad is
looking for a different outcome this year.
Picked to finished third in the West
Division of the Mid-American Conference,

the team finished 4-4 i n MAC action last
year, the first .500 finish in the last six
years. Jeff Genyk, the team's second-year
head coach, welcomes back 1 2 starters,
including seven on offense.
For ticket information, please call
734.487.2282 or v1s1t online at
www.emich.edu/goeagles/tickets. •!•

Preventing bullies
EMU-supported work tackles youth violence
E M U -supported research on domestic
violence is helping the Arab Community
Center for Economic and Social Services
(ACCESS) examine another community
issue: youth violence at schools.
'When we started working on the
domestic violence prevention project
with EMU," said Joanna Ladki, the pro
gram coordinator at ACCESS, "it was
always in the back of my mind that at
some point, we needed to focus on vio
lence among students in the schools.
Battering really can start with bullying. Too
often, bullies become batterers'.'
Last year, Ladki teamed up with John
Palladino, an assistant professor in the
Department of Teacher Education, under
a $ 1 million federal grant that funded the
two-year Community Leadership Fellows
Program. Their research work included

collecting input from focus groups,
whose members introduced ACCESS to
the possibility of tailoring the violence
reduction message to specific groups,
such as parent-teacher associations.
Now, Ladki and Mariam Chraim, an
EMU social work graduate student doing
her field placement at Dearborn-based
ACCESS, are using pieces of the program
created with EMU's help to develop a cur
riculum - "From Bullying to Battering" - to
present in area schools. Parts were used
this summer during a youth program.
'We want to teach our children how
to recognize and deal with bullies now.
We want to teach them how to avoid
being a bully now. Our hope is that as
they grow, they'll see those behaviors as batterer or victim - as unacceptable,
and know how to address them'.' •!•

The Eagles, shown above in the 1998
game against Michigan, opened
preseason camp Aug. 4. The team
wants to redeem itself a gainst the
Wolverines when tney travel
to Ann Arbor Sept. 1 7.

Clarification
Our winter 2005 issue contained
a story about the ACCESS-EMU
partnership. The headline we
chose - Pulling back the veil raised concerns among some
readers, who thought that the
phrase implied that ACCESS in
some ,vay had a position on the
wearing of the veil by Arab
women. Others were concerned
that we meant that there wa'> a
connection between wearing or
not ,vcaring a veil and domestic
violence. Neither is the case.
Exemplar apologizes for any mis
understanding our wording may
have caused in the Arab
American community.
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Global

GLOBAL
FLUENCY
EMU plays its role i n promoting 2005 as 'The Year of Languages'
The world is getting smaller every day.
This year, EMU joined educational
institutions across the country in celebrating
"2005: The Year of Languages," a national
campaign sponsored by the American
Council on the Teaching of Foreign
Languages. The campaign's goal is to
advance the concept that every American
should develop proficiency not only in
English, but in other languages as well.
The economic benefits to students
studying languages and cultures remain
lucrative, said Betsy Morgan, head of
EMU's Department of Foreign Languages
and Bilingual Studies. Students who grad
uate with foreign language degrees initial
ly earn thousands more in salary than
counterparts without multi-language profi
ciency, Morgan said. Other benefits
include higher scores on the GRE and
increased appeal to employers.
Frances Buckheister, a junior majoring
in French at EMU, hopes to teach after
graduation. "I don't know if I'll be teaching
French or English, but I know I want to get
my master's in TESOL to teach internation
al students in America," said Buckheister, of
Ypsilanti. "I am pursuing it not necessarily
because I am good at it, but because I
respect the language and the culture.
Honestly, French is a struggle for me, but I
love the program, the faculty and the
material we cover'.'
To promote the celebration on cam-

Multilingual
Here's a look at the number of
EMU students studying a foreign
language or in a foreign-language
program at either the graduate or
undergraduate level:
Spanish: 80 French: -� I
German: 18 Japanese: 50
Language and world business: .W
TESOL: 56
Language and international
trade: 10
1 4 l'cople. Progress & E.Ncrn Michigan U11ivcrsiry

pus, EMU hosted a series of
foreign language films this
spring, and more events are
planned this fall.
EM U offers majors in
Spanish, Japanese, German,
French and Teaching English
to Speakers of Other
Languages (TESOL). This fall,
the department will offer
beginning classes in Chinese
and Arabic. "There is clearly a
need in this community for
Chinese and Arabic. Arabic is
important because of our
location, and EMU has estab
lished a great number of
business programs in China,"
Morgan said.
In recent years, interest
dropped in studying Euro
pean languages and rose for
Asian ones, mirroring employ
ment opportunities for grad
uates in Asia and domesti
cally with companies doing
business overseas.
In order to help foreign
language students become
more proficient, the department revised
its program to include a mandatory
study-abroad experience for majors and
m inors. "The faculty struggled for a long
time about this decision. It is huge
because of student finances, but we
knew it was the right thing to do to get
students proficient enough to do some
thing with the language. Traveling abroad
is essential to obtaining proficiency,"
Morgan said.
The travel requirement takes effect in
2006. Morgan hopes that alumni and oth
ers will step up to help offset travel costs.
Morgan's own life was changed by
student trips to France and Japan. Like
Buckheister, she wanted to become a
French teacher, and so during her junior
year she lived in France.
After graduation, Morgan taught
English as a second language to students
in Japan. She said there was a certain
amount of safety in knowing she could
Fall :mos

always come home if she didn't like the
experience. "But I never sat waiting for
that plane. I was the only foreigner in the
neighborhood, but the neighborhood
looked out for me," she said. "They
helped me with my Japanese'.'
Although she needed to speak
Japanese only in certain instances,
Morgan said the experience taught her
how hard it was for non-native speakers
to adapt and be understood. That experi
ence encouraged her to earn a master's
degree in TESOL when she returned, and
eventually a doctorate. She's been at
EMU since 1 9 9 1 , and came here to teach
English as a second language and in the
teacher-preparation program.
The possibilities after learning a for
eign language are endless, she said. "You
never know what you can do with a for
eign language degree. Why limit yourself
to working in this country?" •:•
- Tanesha C. Blackmon
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< Authors, Authors >
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SKINNY ON
WEIGHT LOSS
SURGERY
An Indispensable Guide

to Wfiat You Ca11 REALLY Expect!
Julie M. Janeway
Karen J . Sparks
Randal S Baker, M.D., F.AC.S.

..

Managing Diabetes Your Way
Workbook: Living with Type 2
Diabetes, by Beth Ann Petro
Roybal, (M.A., '88) with a fore
word by Martha M. Funnel. This
workbook presents information
and a program to help diabetics
decide what's best for them.
Ulysses Press, Berkeley, Calif.
$16.95, softcover workbook

Forf'word by Judith 8!'0Wn Ci.t,;t
U S O )mp.: Si �� Ml!da!rftt W1lrid Reco,d Holder

..

The Real Skinny on Weight Loss
Surgery, by Julie M. Janeway,
Karen J. Sparks (M.B.E., '98) and
Randal S. Baker. Two successful
weight-loss surgery patients and
their surgeon provide a guide for
people considering bariatric
surgery.
Little Victories Press, Onondaga, Mich.
$ 1 9.95, softcover

..

Little Black Dress: A Peter Macklin
Novel of Suspense, by Loren D.
Estleman (BA, '74). The fifth book
in the mystery series finds Macklin
trying to adjust to life as a retired,
and newly-married, hit man.
A Forge Book, published by Tom
Doherty Associates, LLC, New York.
$23.95, hardcover

The building of the bomb

Professor's book examines role of Oak Ridge, Tenn.
A book by EMU history professor Russell
Olwell is shedding light on the men and
women from Oak Ridge, Tenn., who
helped build the first atomic bomb.
"At Work in the Atomic City: A Labor
and Social History of Oak Ridge,
Tennessee" (University of Tennessee
Press, 2004), describes the lives of peo
ple responsible for creating the uranium
and plutonium for the atomic bombs. This
summer marked the 60th anniversary of
the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings.
His book details how thousands were
brought to the city in 1 942 without know
ing where they were going or what they
would be doing. They lived and worked
under a tight security system that banned
visitors, outlawed liquor and required a
travel pass. "Because workers were
banned from talking with their families
about their job, we know little about what
went on in the facility," he said. •!•
People. l'rogre,s & Eascnn Michigan UniwNty I Fall 2005
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Up dates
S u m m e r fun
at E M U

High school stu
dents visiting cam
pus for the fourth
year of EMU's pre
college program,
SUMMERQUEST,
had two new programs to choose from:
African-American studies and crime
scene investigation. A total of l 12 stu
dents enrolled to explore new offerings
and returning favorites theater and
forensics, aviation, health careers and
pre-law.

Willis-like

Craig D. Willis
ended his one
year tenure as
EMU's president
July 15. He and
his wife, Dr.
Marilyn Wiiiis, have returned to
Pennsylvania, but not before being feted
on campus, receiving a proclamation for

service from the City of Ypsilanti, and
being made an honorary alumnus of
Eastern Michigan University.

Made in China

Twenty-two of EMU's newest alumni
proudly walked across a stage in Tianjin,
China, July 8 to receive their degrees
earned under a
joint program
between EMU and
Tianjin University
of Commerce.
The universities
established the
joint degree in
human resource
management and organization develop
ment in October 2003. It is the first
human resource management master's
program approved by the Chinese gov
ernment for mainland China. The pro
gram received a superior evaluation rat
ing from China's Ministry of Education. A
second group of students begins classes
this fall.

Coming up:

A look at the next
issue of Exemplar

In our next issue, we'll look at a new
interdisciplinary master's program that
introduces educators to the broad
social, economic and political forces
that contribute to school violence. The
story will show how EMU is helping
educators make substantial changes in
the approaches they will use to cope
with violence over the long term.

Homecomin g Week

Organizers present 60-plus reasons to return
More than 60 events are planned to make
Homecoming 2005 a special time on cam
pus. The tradition begins Sept. 25 with the
8th Annual Oozeball Mud Volleyball tourna
ment, and concludes Oct. 2 when the
women's soccer team takes on Kent State
University. In between, events for current
students and alumni fill out the schedule,
topped by more than 25 on game day,
Saturday, Oct. l . Kickoff against Kent State
University is 2 p.m.
This year's Homecoming Week also
is the time to salute alumni from the Class
of 1955. Each year, the class from 50
years ago is feted as part of the Golden
Years Reunion. If you are from that class,
and are interested in participating, contact
Tom Stevick at 734.48 1 .2323 or e m
- ail
tom.stevick@emich.edu.
For a complete schedule, go to
www.emich.edu/homecoming. For game
tickets, call 734.487.2282. •:•
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< My Turn >

Glenna Frank Miller

Treasuring and shaping the rhythms of University life
It happened again the other day as I walked
from McKenny Union past Starkweather to a
meeting on the other side of campus. It
struck me just how beautiful our campus
historic district is. Of course, it becomes
even lovelier in the spring and summer.
Sherzer, Starkweather, Welch and McKenny
are campus icons, reflecting our history and
purpose as well as the remarkable contribu
tion that EMU is to this community and
state. It reminds me how lucky I am to be a
part of this place, Eastern Michigan
University, to work at this institution of high
er education with these students on this
campus every day.
My family history is woven deeply into
EMU. I met my husband, an EMU alumnus,
here. My children grew up here. Their baby
sitters were education majors here. They
were two-month-old infant "examples" in
early childhood education classes. They
attended pre-school and sports camps and
honors high school band weekend, the
President Clinton speech and Maya Angelou
performance, basketball, football and Family
Days. Their birthday parties were at the
Rec/lM; their friends visited McKenny on
school snow days; and they bragged that
their mom had a Wendy's at her work. Now
they are grown and graduated from college.
I can't even begin to imagine how much
their interactions here at EMU positively
influenced their lives.
I enjoy the rhythms of University life.
How wonderful it is to walk into the
McKenny Union Bookstore at the beginning
of the semester and experience that familiar
smell of new books. Or the pride of walking
into Halle Library and know that student
leaders raised the awareness of legislators
to get that needed project funded. Or the
curiosity about green design stimulated by a
visit to the new Marshall Building. Or experi
encing our student performers at the Color
of Drums at the Martin Luther King Jr. Day
Celebration or Close- Up Theater Troupe for
Orientation. Or making my own waffle at
Dining Commons One with new students at
the end of Orientation and feeling their
excitement about starting this great adven
ture called college.
I am a part of all this.
I am so grateful to be a member of this

campus family where three faculty mem
bers travel by bus to Washington, D.C., with
40 students to study leadership using the
city as text. Or several small groups of stu
dents travel to sites across the country to
spend Spring Break in a weeklong commu
nity service project. One student organiza
tion managed a blood drive that generated
more than 300 bone marrow registrants,
right here at EMU.
I am so proud of our hardworking stu
dents who still have time to tutor neighbor
hood schoolchildren in our America Reads
program, or raise money for an Ypsilanti
Habitat for Humanity house. Our NSOAs
(New Student Orientation Assistants) volun
teer hundreds of hours to welcome our new
students and families every fall. Our student
leaders are visionaries. They work so hard to
make EMU a better place and they see the
potential of a new student center to build
and support our campus community.
Meanwhile, our alumni are transform
ing the communities and workplaces of
America. I recently connected with two for
mer Campus Life student leaders and heard
their stories. One is a former student body
president now working at The Wh i te House
Project to elect a woman to presidency. The
other is a former student graphic designer
now working at IBM leading creative teams
to develop software and network applica
tions. I am delighted when I think of the
impact they have, and how much they value
their EMU experiences.
Eastern has been the source of rich
professional opportunities for me and so
many faculty and staff. The University/facul
ty team that recently completed the three
year project of General Education reform is
a tremendous example of the power of col
laboration. The new Gen Ed proposal recog
nizes the powerful learning opportun i ties in
undergraduate research and study abroad,
in cooperative education, and in service,
leadership and diversity programs.
But the opportunity to work on a cam
pus building project is perhaps my peak
EMU experience. Since 1999 when the plan
ning began, we have carefully considered
how and what a building can teach and how
this new student center will affect our stu
dents, prospective students and our campus

family. The task has been daunting. This
inclusive process resulted in a tightly con
structed plan of art galleries, dining offerings,
computer lab, meeting and conference
spaces, coffee and commuter services, mul
ticultural spaces, campus welcome center,
student involvement center, ballroom,
ID/computer/copy services, Service EMU,
fireplace lounges/rooms, and natural sun
and light. Hopefully we'll feel a synergy in
this new campus icon for a community of
scholars, a vibrancy, and campus pride.
So, this is my turn to speak of an
appreciation for and a deeply rooted belief
in EMU and her longstanding. positive
impact on me and many, many others.
Perhaps now it is your turn. •:•
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EMU is the epicenter of
scholarly activity for
the field of linguistics
by Kevin Merrill
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In the academic field of linguistics, all roads
seemingly lead co EMU.
For 1 S years, Eastern Michigan U niversi cy
has been the epicenter for an academic disci
pline with tens of thousands of members
worldwide. Whatever their expertise or home
country, linguists know of EMU through its
role as the main editing site of The LIN
GUIST Lise, which refers co both a Web site
(www.linguisclisc.org) and an e-mail list serv
ice. Together, they function as the electronic
nexus for these professionals.
"More than half of the professional lin
gmscs m the world belong to LINGUIST
Lise. That percentage of involvement in a
mail list is probably unparalleled in any ocher
social studies or humanities field," said Terry
Langendoen, a recently-retired professor at
the University of Arizona and book review
editor for LINGUIST. "We're by far the most
successfu l effort of chis sore. Professional soci
eties are losing members, but LINGUIST
Lise j ust keeps growing," added Langendoen,
who is past president of the Linguistic
Society of America, the leading group for lin
guists in the Uni ced Scates, and a Fellow of
the American Academy of Science.

The presence of The LING UIST List has gained
worldwide acclaim for EMU and fueled the growth of
new course and degree offerings. It has been the catalyse
in attracting millions of dollars in federal grants co
campus and in providing research opportunities for
EMU scudencs and faculty. The LINGUIST List has
received 1 0 National Science Foundation grants, often
proposed in partnership with ocher colleges and univer
sities, co carry ouc projects ranging from the preserva
tion of endangered languages in remote reg ions of
Alaska, China and Africa, co che creation of sophisticat
ed, Web-based archiving systems.
And the person guiding The LINGUIST Lise's evolu
tion has been Helen Arisrar-Dry, a professor of I inguiscics
at EMU since 1 990.
"My goal when I came here was co use LI GUIST
Lise co screngrhen the l inguistics program, and 1 chink ic
really has done chat. When I arrived, most of our students
were pare time, and now virtually all are full time at che
graduate level," she said. "Our ability co provide funding
and high-profile work in language rechnology has
allowed us co attract a higher caliber of student. Many
incernarional students have come here specifically co work
on LINGUIST Lise."
The LINGUIST List is housed on che sixth floor of
Pray-Harrold - the largest classroom building on campus and employs 24 people, mostly graduate students. Jc has
evolved from a no-frills e-mail service with 69 subscribers
co one chat uses che lacesc Web-based technologies, con
tains more than 1 00,000 Web pages and serves more rhan
2 1 ,000 subscribers around che world. More imporcancly for
EMU, ics presence has played a key role in accracring
grants. Among ics many awards and conrraccs are:
• a $2 . l million project, known as E-MELD, co sec up
the digital infrastructure and documentation standards for
eleccronically scoring research on endangered languages.
• the hosting and management of all on line information
for che Linguistic Society of America (LSA). In hosting LSA,
LINGUIST will score archives and run Web operations for
the major linguistics society in the United Scares.
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"There is still an awful lot to
be done in terms of creating
Internet infrastructure for
linguistics," Aristar-Dry said.
"And LINGUIST List would
like to be in on that. That's
what we like to do:•

• the hosting of 1 2 9 linguistics-related mailing lists.
• a $3 50,000 acional Science Foundation ( SF) gram
for the DATA (Dena'ina Archiving, Training, and Access)
project, aimed at helping preserve Dena'ina, an endangered
Alaskan language.
• a $750,000 project with the Institute for Geospacial
Research and Education. The Language and Location: a Map
Annotation Project (LL -M AP) seeks to develop che content
and software co geospatially display information on lan
guages and their global locations. IGRE is a nonprofit geo
graphic information technology outreach center at EMU.
• a $485,000 NSF grant co create Multi-Tree, a digital
library of information on language relationships, or lan
guage family trees.

Ori g ins i n Austral ia
While The LINGUIST List is most commonly associat
ed with EMU, it originated at the U n iversiry of Western
Australia and today is co-run with Wayne Seate
U niversity. The link co both instiwcions is Tony Ariscar,
Helen's husband.
As jobs kepr rhe rwo apart and e-mail became an
invaluable cool for communicating across the distances,
Aristar began co wonder: why not create a linguisrics mail
ing list, and let ochers join in the discussions? The year was
1 989, and Arisrar was reaching in Australia. Before coo
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long, enough new software had been written or cobbled
cogerher from exisring programs co create a funcrioning
rool for rhe discriburion of shared elecrronic communica
tions. "People used ro look at me like I was crazy," said
Arisrar, who reaches linguistics at Wayne Scace. "Bue we're
one of rhe oldesr inscirucions on the I ncerner."
E-mail then led co the Web as a communicarions
platform. "We scarred chinking abour migcaring from
an information lisr co being a research organization,"
Ariscar said. The Web site launched at EMU in 1 990,
shordy after Ariscar-Dry arrived from che Un iversiry of
Texas ar San Antonio, where The LINGUIST List was
edired for a year. She's been the lisr's co-moderaror wirh
her husband since its founding. In 1 999, Ariscar joi ned
Wayne Stace's faculry, bringing with h i m The LI G U IST List expertise co Detroit.
The field of linguistics recognized their individual and
collective contributions in 2003 when they were awarded
rhe Victoria From kin Prize for Distinguished Service co the
Discipline by rhe LSA.
Today, the The LINGUIST List is firmly entrenched as
an EMU enterprise. "Eastern is the backbone of The LIN
GUIST List," Arisrar said. Of rhe lisr's 24 employees,
including graduate students, 1 8 are based in Ypsilanti, and
most are graduare assiscancs paid for our of rhe approxi
mately $ 1 20,000 a year chat LINGUIST raises from sub-
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The presence of The LINGUIST List has
fueled curriculum expansion at EMU.
scribers, publishers and employers posring job announce
menrs. Most, if not all, of the work of creating and main
taining LI GUIST rakes place in Pray-Harrold, down the
hall from rhe Deparrmenr of English Language and
Literarnre. EMU provides the space at no cost.
"Nocoriery is one rhing, bur LI GUIST Lisr also pro
vides jobs for a lor of our graduate srudenrs," said Daniel
Seely, director of EMU linguisrics program, which is part
of rhe English deparrmenc. "We have a Jor of really good
graduate srndencs who would nor be here if it weren't for
the funding opporrnniries rhey get rhrough The LIN
GUIST list. That's really imporrant for us."
"And ir's not just char they're here working. They're
working within a group chat has a specific goal, a common
vision," Seely added. "There's something really srimularing
about char."
The reputation and growing expertise of The LIN
GUIST Lisr enabled it to earn rhe presrigious honor of
hosting data for rhe LSA, Arisrar said. "It will probably
rake a year for rhe sire to become complete, but ir means
even more information will be ar Easrern. Within a year,
you'll find all linguistic information worldwide will be
funneled through EMU."
"There is srill an awful lot co be done in rerms of cre
ating Internee infrastrucrure for linguisrics," Arisrar- Dry
said. "And LINGUIST Lise would like co be in on char.
Thar's what we like to do."

Fu e l i n g a ca d e m i c expansion

Over the years, the presence of rhe Lisr has been a catalyse
for rhe academic expansion of EMU's linguistics program.
The University currently offers an undergraduate major and
minor in English linguistics (rhe name implies only one lan
guage, but rhe curriculum covers all languages), as well as a
master of arrs degree in linguistics and a recently added
graduate-level certificate program in language technology.
The program wanrs co creare one of rhe few master's-level
programs in the country focused on the practical applica
tions of language rechnology.
The curriculum for ir would be composed of exist
ing courses in rhe English and compmer science depart
ments, and still-co-be-developed ones in language rech
nology char bridge chose fields. Bur rhe foundation of
the proposed master's program would be builr upon cak
ing advanrage of rhe technical nature of The LINGUIST
Lise, with its constant need for language-savvy Web
developers and software programmers.
Leading chose curriculum-improvement efforts is

Professor Edward Garrett. Lase year, he received a $6,000
gram from the National Council of Graduate Schools
(NCGS) to help research the proposals. In April, rhe linguis
tics program received a $25 ,000 CGS grant ro implement
the program once it is approved through rhe University's
internal program-review process, and formally adopted by
EMU's Board of Regents. A fall 2007 launch is targeted.
"We're interested in building a program chat simulta
neously cakes advantage of our screngrhs in technology and
allows us to extend chose strengths, while remaining
focused on rhe practical applications of research," Garren
said. "If we promote these srrengrhs and interests and
spread rhe word through The LINGUIST Lise, then we can
reach a lot more people and we can really influence rhe field
in ways char ocher colleges and universiries cannot."
The LINGUIST Lisr is playing a large role in the cur
riculum-planning efforrs. Its jobs list, for example, offers
insights into where rhe hor job markers are and will be.
Among rhe hiring rrends is rhe need in corporate America
for linguists wirh technical skills. For example, graduates
could be employed by software companies looking co devel
op more inruirive search engines.
"The LINGUIST Lisr gives our efforrs credibility. First
of all, we wouldn't have chat base of srudenrs wirhour ir,"
Garrett said. "We wouldn't have rhe repmarion chat it
already provides EMU. We wouldn't have rhe kind of
spri ngboard to cake The LINGUIST Lisr and rry and
extend the things it does into new areas."
EMU's linguistics program has five full-rime faculty and
one lecturer. "Our numbers mark us as a very strong pro
gram, as does rhe face char fully rwo-rhirds of our M.A. can
didates enter presrigious Ph.D. programs," said Seely. The
program enrolls, on average,
between 1 2 and 1 5 graduate
srudenrs and abour 25 under
graduate majors.

The LINGUIST List has tens of
thousands of subscribers and
hundreds of thousands of
Web pages. The e-mail
seNice started with 69
subscribers in 1989.
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"There's no doubt that The LIN
G U IST List is a major institution.
And I think it's something that the
community here at Eastern would
be well served by knowing," Seely
said. ''I'm not a disinterested party,
but i t is simply a fact that it is a
world-class institution that Helen
and Tony have si ngle-handedly cre
ated from the bottom up. It really
is an internationally recognized
i nstitution.
"It gives Eastern Michigan Uni
versity, the state of Michigan and cer
tainly our program a lot of visibility. I
don't care where you go, the most
remote place in che most remote
continent you can find, and ask a
linguist if he or she knows about
The LJ GUIST Lise, they're going
to say yes. And they're going to
know EMU. It's sort of che envy of
ocher fields," Seely said. "That's due
to Helen's tireless work and vision."

S h a p i n g a d isci p l i n e

Even as che I i nguiscics program
evolves, it will retain and sharpen its
focus on "field linguistics," with an
emphasis on preserving and clocu
menci ng endangered languages
through technology.
"Linguistics is about language
theory, essentially what all human
languages have 1 11 common,"
Arisrar-Dry said. "And so linguists
study things like how language is
scored in the brain and how children
learn language. Until recendy,
going our into the field and docu
menting a language - the kind of
thing rhac really started American
linguistics back in the 1 920s when a
lor of anthropologist started record
ing
acive American languages had fallen into d isfavor."
Field l i nguistics declined in
part because of the demands on
young scholars to produce original
research quickly. "Ir rakes a long
rime to document a language, and
you don't get many publications out
of it," Aristar-Dry said. "Young doc-

umenrary linguists weren't rewarded
in the academic scene very much,
and it was getting to be something
of a crisis, particularly as arcenrion
was called to the number of lan
guages chat were dying."
"One would like to preserve che
languages, but even if you can't, at
lease we wane ro preserve informa
tion about chem. And so we have ro
have field li nguisrs go our and
record rhe speakers and learn the
language," she said. "Ten years ago,
very few young linguists were
becoming field linguists. And so
projects like DATA were designed
ro draw young people into doing
more field work. Thar's why I'm
pleased rhar our students have gor
ren interested in language documen
tation and language technology."
By most esrimares, rhere are
about 6,800 distinct living lan
guages, bur nearly 40 percent are
expected to die before the encl of
this century. (A lang uage doesn't
require an alphabet ro be considered
a distinct language.)
Even though The LI GUIST
List has received many grants and
draws on resources from EMU, i t
still is an academic enterprise,
which means it is nearly always
looking for new sources of funding.
Ir raises money through voluntary
donations from subscribers, book
announcements paid by publishers
and employer job postings. Ir runs
an annual fund drive, much like
National Public Radio, offering
mouse pads, T-shirts and cooking
aprons as premiums ro donors.
"We are supported about 50 per
cent by subscriber donations and, as
we tell our subscribers, all of rhe
donations fund scholarships for grad
uate students that work on rhe List,"
Arisrar-Dry said. "So, they are con
rriburing co The LINGUIST List, bur
they are also contributing to rhe
future of linguistics. Three-fourths of
those scholarships go to Eastern
Michigan University students. " •!•
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There was a lifelong educator who lived in a house,
Filled with so many books there wasn't room for a mouse.
Tired of stacking them in bathtubs and surrounding her bed,
She gave them to a library so all could be well read.
- Re'uisecl in honor of Mother Goose, the first woman to preserve chilclren 's literature

By Kathleen Shields

n April 10, the EMU Friends of the Library recognized Alethea
O Helbig, an emeritus professor of English language and literature
and current faculty associate in the Office of Research Development,
for her donation of more than 6,000 books to the library's collection.
When asked to speak about the donations, now officially lmown as the
"Helbig Collection of Literature for Children and Young People," Helbig
very characteristically tried to downplay the gift. "I must be honest,"

Helbig said. "Of course, I want to help the students, and there's lots of
stuff here for them to investigate. Of course, I want to help the library, my
colleagues, their families and people from the community. But the real
reason I donated these books is because they are pushing me out of the
house. I simply don't have enough room for them."
Which brings to mind some questions that, had
Alethea Helbig:
there been children or young people in the audience "My three great
gra11ddaughters
( i t was mostly EMU colleagues and library staffers,
who would never, ever raise their voices in the
library) , would surely have been shouted out :

"Where did you get all those books? "
"Did you really read all 6,000 of them? "
"How did you get all the books to the library ? "
' W hich brings u s t o our story.
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are fond of saying
that great grandma
has a library in
every room, which
is not quite the
case. There are a
couple of rooms that only have
afew books or mislaid journals. "
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Helbig joined the English
faculty in 1966 after
receiving a degree in
Classical Studies, Latin and
Greek at the University of
Michigan. "Things were no
different then than thex are
now," Helbig said. ' T hey
were"hiring, and I
needecf a job:'

When Alethea Helbig was a child, Henry Ford pur
chased some land near her family's Washtenaw Counry
farm in order to planr soybeans for use in experiments and,
hopefully, as fuel in his automobile factory. " obody plant
ed soybeans then. And rhe rhoughr of turning the crop into
fuel? Unheard of," Helbig said. "I remember going down
to those fields and watching char crop that whole year."
When asked if she rhoughr char early glimpse of"rhink
ing our of rhe box," as we say today, had any longlasring
effect on her, Helbig says she can't definitively say. Bur when
you examine a 39-year career, a career char helped launch sev
eral "unheard of' academic disciplines and which she today is
still making new and valuable contributions to, you can't
help bur wonder whether some creative spark was lie then.
Helbig was born in Ann Arbor, grew up on a farm and
went to Manchester High School. She joined the English
faculty at Eastern Michigan College in 1 966 after receiving
a degree in Classical Studies, Larin and Greek at the
University of Michigan. "Things were no different then
than they are now," Helbig said. "They were hiring, and 1
needed a job."
\"'q°har a different place the University would be had char
nor been the case. Helbig went on to initiate EMU's earliest
courses in mythology and Native American literature, as well
as several in l irerature for children and young people.
In 1 966, Eastern Michigan offered one undergraduate
26 People. Progrcs\ & Eastern M1cl11g.111 Umwrsiry I F.111 2005

children's literature class and one graduate methods class,
caught by Marjorie Mil ler, rhe department veteran. Helbig
and G.B. Cross, who still reaches in the department today,
starred chat fall, joining relative newcomers Agnes Perkins
and Helen Hill, both now retired. Throughout chose first
years, the group learned chat they shared an interest in see
ing books for children as li terature. "Here was an area chat
nobody was paying much acrention co," Helbig said. " oc
because they weren't well-written books, but because they
were written for children. Maybe it was because we all had
classical literature training, buc we saw chem as works of
imaginative l iterature worthy of critical examination in their
own right."
With the support and enthusiasm of like -m inded col
leagues in the College of Education and the Department of
Communication and Theatre Arcs, Helbig and her col
leagues were instrumental in developing an English minor,
an interdepartmental major i n literature for chi ldren and
young people, and, lacer, an English master's degree with a
specialry in licerarure for children and young people, rhe
first program in the nation of its size and stature. "The chil
dren's literature program offers a very special sec of courses
chat, I chink it is still safe to say, exists nowhere else in acad
eme," Helbig said.
Helbig caught from 1966-93, during which she
received the EMU Distinguished Faculty Award for
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Helbig is equally proud of her classes on
Native Americans and world mythology.
Research and Publication; rhe Mich igan Association of
University Governing Boards Outstanding Faculty Award
and an EMU Special Recognition Award for che Humanities
and Arcs. She served as adviser for the EMU English Club
for 1 0 years and for rhe Native American Student
Association for 20 years. She was a charter member, and is
currently serving her third rerm as president of, rhe EMU
chapter of rhe Phi Kappa Phi scholastic honor sociecy.
In 1 974, Helbig arrended a meecing in Storrs, Conn.,
of academics inreresred in che new field of children's lirera
rure. "We were amazed and astounded char chere were all
these people who, like us, were interested i n books for chil
dren as imaginative licerarure, as English studies. We felr a
deep sense of camaraderie," she said. Our of rhar meeting
came rhe foundation of rhe Chi ldren's li terature
Association Inrernacional. Several years later, Cross chaired
rhe association's conference ar EMU and Helbig says rhac
rhey knew then rhat rhe association would become viable.
So many factors came together to make rhe period an
exciting rime. "Inreresr in chi ldren's literature arose because
of a felicitous confluence of factors in the late ·6os and came
to fruition in rhe '70s and '80s," she said.
The growth in ethnic studies and women's srudies
helped rheir cause, as did rhe growing interest in folklore
and popular culture studies. 'There were new voices in rhe
field, new copies to be explored, subgenres co be expanded,
and illusrrarions like never before," Helbig said. Very sig
nificantly, books for children were being written less to
instill manners, morals and religion. They began ro reflect
social, psychological, emotional and economic issues of che
period, a movement called rhe New Realism. Concurrently,
rhe philosophy of bibliorherapy emerged. "Ir was hoped

rhar kids who were experiencing che problems wirh which
rhe procagonisrs srruggled would benefit personally from
reading about how rhese or her kids faced rheir di lemmas,"
Helbig said.
The field exploded, leading to rhe publication of more
books and che creation of more associations to srudy and
endorse children's lirerarure. Among rhese were rhe
Midwest Modern Language Associarion (MMLA), which
Helbig helped create, and rhe Assembly on Literature for
Adolescents (ALAN). The Michigan Council of Teachers of
English (MCTE) asked Helbig to write a newslerrer col
umn reflecting chis new emphasis on children's literature as
l iterature, which she did for several years.
"Licerarure for chi ldren in rhe Midwest MLA, which
we supported in particular, was in turn supporced by rhe
women's studies people - women and children together,
righc)" Helbig said. "We helped one another. All of rhese
outlets rhar didn't exisc when we began now did, and we
had opporcuniries for publishing and presentations. We
didn't know it rhen, bur we were creating a discipline."
Nine years later, in 1985, Helbig and Perkins helped
established rhe Phoenix Award for rhe Children's Literature
Association. The award is given to the author, or rhe esrare
of an author, of a book published 20 years earlier. "By 1 985,
we could see rhar not all good books won awards upon pub
lication. We wanted to find some way co honor books like
Charlottes U'leb and Stuart Little, rhar stood rhe resr of time,"
He! big said. For 1 5 years after i rs i nceprion, she chaired rhe
Phoenix Award seleccion commircee.
Despite her grear contributions to children's licerarure,
Helbig is mosr proud of her development of rhe Native
American lirerarure and the world myrhology classes. 1n

M a ki n g friends: Li bra ry g roup benefits readers
Helbig reception launches Friends of the EMU Library and its noble mission
The April reception honoring Proti:ssor Iklbig and her generous donation w,1s the l1rst public outreach event of the newly
formed Fril'nds of thl' EMU Library. Thl' Friends of the Library is a ...
fown and Gown"" group of intl'rested volunteer EMU
faculty, staff and community membl'rs. Friends of tlw Library is planning m·xr }Tar's events and proj l'ctS, including recep
tions and presl'ntations from noted authors and scholars on various topics of 1ntl'fl'St. Thl' steering group nwers monthly and
has already lent ,1 lot of support to the work of the library and Rachel Cht·ng, University librarian.
i\kmberships are open to anyone interested in promoting, supporting and l'nhancing programs at Halle Library.
Ml'mbers receive a courtesy library card, tl1l· nl'wsletter l.ihr,1n ,\Litten and invitations to upcoming l'Xhibits, ll'ctures and
receptions. Thl' t1rst FOL annual ml'mbership nwering is scheduled for Sunday, On. 9, ,it 2 p.m .. following a celebration of
the Wrh anniversary of EMU as a Federal Depository Library. For more information, visit http:iibrand.emich.edu 1fol.
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WHERE THE Wlm THINGS ARE

Alethea
Helbig's

BEST
sellers

Top shelf: What books everyone
should read, or have read to them.
Alethea Helbig selected the following
titles for her "Short List of Books of
Literature for Children and Young
People that Everyone Should Know"
for the following reasons: "They are
of interest to children and adults,
and, with the exception of the 'Harry
Potter' books (and they probably
will, too) they have stood the test of
time. They have contributed a great
deal to our culture:•

l . The Wind in the Willows

by Kenneth Grahame
2. Alice's Adventures in Wondertand
by Lewis Carroll
3. Winnie-the-Pooh by AA Milne
4. 11te Adventures of Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain
5. Treasure Island by Robert Louis Stevenson
6. Johnny Tremain by Esther Forbes
7. Little House in the Big Woods (and others
in the series) by Laura Ingalls Wilder
8. Chartotte's Web by E.B. White
Stuart Little by E.B. White
9. The Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien
10. 11te Lord of the Rings bilogy by J.R.R. Tolkien
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1 1. Harry Potter and the Sorcere(s Stone
(and others in the series) by J.K. Rowling
1 2. The Merry Adventures of Robin Hood

by Howard Pyle
13. Greek Myths and Legends
by lngri and Edgar D'Aulaire
1 4 . Norse Myths and Legends

by lngri and Edgar D'Aulaire
1 5. Where the Wild Things Are
by Maurice Sendak
16. Make Way for Ducklings

by Robert Mccloskey
1 7. Millions of Cats by Wanda Gag
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Helbig's 1993 "retirement"
ended in 1 994, when she
joined the Office of
Research Development
as a faculty associate.

face, when asked i f she could pick a favorite course she's
caught, without hesitation she picks chose and che Bible as
Liceracure. Maybe i c is because for 1 0 years, Helbig visited
libraries and dusty archives in northern Michigan co gath
er stories about the Giver of Life co the Ojibwa peoples. Of
che 300 stories she was able co compile, she published 70
in a collection encided " Nanabozhoo, Giver of Life." It was
a lot of hard "vork but she liked che way che very simple
scrucrure of che stories revealed the Ojibwa's basic values "all plot and themes," she said. Helbig wrote more than 20
books in her academic career - rwo wi ch colleagues Perkins
and Hill; 1 7 with Perkins only; and 1 75 scholarly articles.
What Helbig says is her lase book, Dictionary of

American Yo1tng Ad1tft Fiction. 1 997-200 1 : Books of
Recognized Merit, was publ ished in 2004. She has a few ideas
she would still like co explore, but on average she has co
read 400 books for every volume she publishes, and she
chinks it will be nice nor co have co read so much. On rhe
ocher hand, there's a loc more room in her house . . . .
So, chat's che story of how Alethea Helbig came co have
coo many books in her house. Many were purchased for
research, many were gifts, some she rescued and many oth
ers were given co her by publishers for review purposes.
Yes, she's read chem all, and, no, they weren't all in her
house at one rime - she's been dropping chem off at the
library for years. Despite quire a few trips co che parking

lot co retrieve heavy boxes, library staffers are always happy
co see her. "The result of Alethea Helbig's wonderful dona
tions is a far richer and broad-ranging collection than we
could possibly have purchased," said Margaret Best, the
children's l iterature librarian at Halle Library, and a teach
ing colleague of Helbig. "Students can use a very wide vari
ety of materials and researchers can scudy books for children
and young people in great depth."
By the way, Helbig's 1 993 "retirement" ended in
1994, when she joined the Office of Research Development
within Graduate Scudies and Research as a faculty associate.
There, in addition co teaching workshops on all aspeccs of
grant writing, she helps newer faculty members prepare
and edit their proposals; writes for and maintains che ORD
Web site and writes its annual report.
"It has been a great privilege co have someone of
Alethea's caliber on rhe ORD staff," said director Brian
Anderson. "With her years of experience as an English
professor and her extensive scholarly writing background,
she has a lot co offer faculty. She greatly extends che
expertise and services chat our staff can offer. Plus, she
never slows down."
The end?
oc yet. As Helbig herself said, "Many worthwhile
books are ouc there waiting for readers, waiting co be
en joyed, savored and beneficed from ." •!•
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EMU helps writing teachers become
craftier writers and better educators.
.... Bv Kathleen Shields

• • •• • • • • • • • • •

I

The National Commission on Writing d idn't mi nce
words when i t released a report on the srate of writing
in America. The group summarized its findings this
way: "The Neglected 'R': The Need for a Writing
Revolution ." Bue the conclusion was old news to lead
ers of the Eastern M ichigan Writing Project (EMWP),
who follow a model for teaching writing that has been
working its way eastward from California since · 1 974.
William Tucker, EMWP direcror since 2000 and a pro
fessor i n the English Education program since 1 99 3 ,
joined the "revolLttion" i n 1 986. EMWP co-directors
Cathy Fleischer, Rebecca Sipe and Doug Baker joined
in 1 980, 1 97 8 and 1 987, respectively. That's why all
four are here at EMU - they are leading EMU's brigade
in the writing revolution.
People. Progress &. Eastern
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V

al Johnson has always choughc of herself as
a wricer. "When I was as young as. five I
knew I wanced co be a wri cer when 1 grew
up," she said. She graduaced from EMU i n
1 996 w i c h a bachelor's degree i n English
education. She got a job reaching writing ac an alterna
tive high school in Allen Park, Mich. Writing was her
l i fe. Bue, John on didn't write.
"Oh, I did my reports and papers in college,"
Johnson said. "And, I wrote presencacions and reports
for work. Bue, l didn't write the cypes of things I was
asking my students co write. l wasn't wricing as I 'd
always imagined myself writing."
Uncil che summer of 2002, when she attended the sum
mer institute of the Eastern Michigan Writing Projecc
( www.emich.edu/publ ic/engl ish/EMWP/).
EMU is one of nine sires in Michigan offering a profes
sional development program for writing teachers based on
che acional Writing Projecr ( WP). The
WP was
founded in 1 971 at the University of California-Berkeley
with the primary goal of improving scudenc writing
achievement by improving che reaching of writing. The
EMWP was scarred by current English department chair
Russ Larson in che mid- I 980s.

The key to reform
The WP model is based on the belief chac teachers
are che key co educacion reform; chac teachers make the
besc teachers of ocher ceachers; and char teachers benefit
from studying and conducting research. Experienced
local ceachers of all grade levels attend five-week invica
cional summer inscirnces where they examine their class
room pracrices, conduce research and develop their own
writing skills. During che school year, che teachers then
provide professional development workshops in cheir
chools and communit ies.
"\Xlhac I learned in chose five weeks changed my expe
rience as a reacher and dramacically affected the quality of
my instruction," said Johnson. "le connected me to my pro
fession. And, it got me writing again."
ince 2002, Johnson has written and submitted fiction
for publication, been published, has written and publi hed
poetry and is finishing an article for a professional English
education journal. he is now involved with che EM\X!P on
che con ulcanc level. 'Tm addicred to ic," she said.
Which is just whac Tucker, the program's d i reccor,
expeccs co hear. "The Writing Project is somewhat
evangelical," he said. "A d i rty liccle secret among edu
cacors is char teachers who recurn from conferences and
professional developmenc activities re-energized and
excited are ofcen mer by peers who are chinking, 'Yeah,
yeah, go ahead and implement chis new scuff - we'll

give you two years co gee over i c . "'
Except for Writing Project alumni. "This has longevi
ty," Tucker said. '' People really believe in ic."
For instance, Tucker and his co-direccors and fellow
English Education faculty members - Fleischer, Sipe and
Baker - all attended
acional Writing Project summer
institutes ac one point in their K- 1 2 reaching careers, and
moved to h igher education as a result. "This is how change
happens," Tucker said. "We all saw che committed and
sound pedagogy the WP offered to the field of writing,
and we were hooked."

I nf l u e n c i n g e d u cators
Local weiring ceacher Sarah Lorenz attended the
EMWP summer inscicuce in L 997. "Jc has been the
most influencial faccor in my professional experience,"
she said. " J 've goccen i nvolved with ad m i n istration at
my private school, written articles char have been pub
lished in a number of educational journals, presented at
national conferences, ere. l' m now i n charge of profes
sional developmenc ini tiat ives for the EMWP on che
side, and I 'm working on developing a relationship
wich che CA, che accred i t i ng body for K- 1 2 schools in
Michigan. We are hoping chat the E MWP can have a
big influence on writing instruction i n Michigan."
The EMWP is funded by che WP, which receives
federal fu n d i ng char it then awards co about 1 90 sires in
every scare, as well a Wash i ngton, D.C., Puerco Rico
and che U.S. Virgin Islands. ices operate from univer
sity campuses and collaborate with surrounding schools
and districts. The summer i ns c i cuce is a five-week, all
day course. Teachers can receive graduate or profession
al developmenc credi t . They have co apply and if i nv i t
ed co accend, each has co demonstrate a lesson, choose a
copic they wane co write about, and submic whac chey
have wrircen on che final class day. Collectively, these
sires serve about 1 3 3 ,000 educacors every year, and
cover all disciplines and ceach ing levels, from k i nder
garcen through college.
"The first years of che EM\'{IP were driven by goodwill
and energy," Tucker said. "Cachy Fleischer, director from
1 993-99, was the first direccor co apply for funding from the
NWP in l 992. We're in our L 3ch year, and I chink ic's
important co note chat EMU has been very generous with
us, in terms of providing some space and course releases for
the direccors." (Tucker's office in 603F Pray-Harrold houses
the EMWP and its library.)
"Ocher sice struggle far more than we do, and T chink
ic's because che mission of the Writing Project is o closely
tied inco che mission of Eastern M ichigan University. We
are an oucreach. \Xie connecc the University to the commu
nity and che schools." •:•
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High school students and
senior citizens developed
important relationships and
their 'writing' voices
during assignments at the
Ypsilanti Senior Center
this summer.

on the write track

their teachers wrote and revised in Boone
all, local high school students met in near
y McKenny Union for Write-Link Summer
amp. English professors Ann Blakeslee and
elissa Motschall launched the pilot Write
Link program in 2003 with the help of a Michigan Campus
Compact grant. With Motschall on research sabbatical i n
2004, che EMWP continued co offer the Writ e -L ink
Summer Camp, which further increased its visibility and
popularity among students and teachers.
When Motschall returned, she saw an opportunity to
integrate a new strand of the writing program, Write-Link
Community Connections, into EMU's Community
Leadership Fellows Program (CLFP). It was created by
EMU's Center for Community Building and Civic
Engagement after receiving a $ 1 million U.S. Department
of J ustice grant geared co the reduction of youth violence,
and is now in its last year.
"I thought that a partnership between Write- L i n k
Community Connecrions and the Community Leadership
Fellows' Intergenerational Project would make a great fit,"
said Motschall. Under the direction of EMU alumnus Angel
Coleman, the Intergenerational Project offers a series of edu
cational and recreational activities connecting Ypsilanti youth
with senior citizens from the Ypsilanti Senior Center.

"Communication professionals say that students should
be introduced co the various writing professions as early
as possible," Motschall said. "By partnering with the
CLFP, we could foster intergenerational communication
while introducing students to the major areas of writ
ing, developing their writing skills and heightening
their sense of community."
The high school students interviewed the seniors co
develop feature articles as they learned about journalism;
they wrote promotional pieces for the Ypsilanti Senior
Center when they discussed public relations; they wrote
biographical essays about key events in the seniors' lives
during the creative writing section; and they wrote Web site
instructions for the seniors when they studied technical
communication.
"At the end of the week, students felt like they had
gained far more than an understanding of writing fields
and a portfolio of writing samples," Motschall said.
"They developed important relationships with senior
citizens who they plan on spending more time with
throughour the year."
In addition, the seniors' and students' collaborative
writings are being compiled in a special program book. It
will be given co those who purchase tickets to a communi
ty fund-raising reception being planned. •!•
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BY KEVIN MERRILL ON ONLY HIS THIRD DAY IN OFFICE AS DEAN,

VERNON C. POLITE HAD THE CHANCE TO MEET THE VERY
STUDENTS HE WANTS TO RECRUIT TO EMU. THE STUDENTS WERE
VISITING CAMPUS AS PART OF A CHURCH-RUN PROGRAM BASED IN
DETROIT, THE CITY OF HIS CHILDHOOD. THE AFRICAN-AMERICAN
STUDENTS, INCLUDING MANY OF THE MALES THE EDUCATION FIELD
NOW SO HIGHLY COVETS, WANTED TO KNOW WHAT POLITE DID.
'Tm dean of the College of Education," he told chem .
"Bue who's the principal ? " they asked.
"Well I'm the principal , too," Polite sai d .
34 People, Progress & Easrcrn Michigan U111vcrsiry I F,111 20115
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HIS GOAL IS TO BUILD
ON THE TRADITIONS
ESTABLISHED BY HIS
PREDECESSORS.

The moment symbolized some of rhe opporrun1t1es
and challenges ahead for both Eastern Michigan University
and Polite, rhe new dean of EMU's flagship college: name
ly, attracting more males and minorities to become educa
tors. A third challenge is finding more compelling ways to
convey the message char Eastern Michigan is a national
leader and model in the field of reacher education.
"Ir's nor a bad idea to blow your own horn every now
and rhen. The college is going to have to learn ro do char
more," said Polite, who turned 57 in August and most
recently was dean of the School of Education at Bowie
Stare University. "People all over the world literally should
know that this is the epicenter for reacher education and
we produce highly qualified professional educators."
He is eager to begin work on chose issues and a hose
of ochers, and to build on the 1 4-year tenure of Jerry

Robbins, who stepped down ac the start of the last
school year, and the one-year interim rerm served by
Alane Scarko. Poli re's name was recommended ro the
EMU Board of Regents from a screening commirree,
which invited three fi nalists ro campus for interviews
chis spring. The board unanimously approved his
appointment at its J une meeting.
"He's an excellent march for the College of Education
at EMU," said John Dugger, dean of rhe College of
Technology and head of the dean search committee. "He
is a change agent that has done some marvelous work i n
the positions where h e has served prior ro accepting a
position here at EMU."
Dugger cited Poli re for his vast experience as a dean;
his previous work in southeast Michigan as an adminisrta
tor in public schools, and his commitment ro scholarship.
Polite rakes over a col lege wirh three departments Leadership and Counseling, Teacher Education and
Special Education - and more than 7 5 professors and
thousands of declared majors. He also oversees several
offices and programs within rhe college, including the
Advising Office, Office of Academic Services and the
Office of Collaborative Education. The college also
recently created its first center, che Center for Research on
rhe Internee and Schools, which focuses on the study of
technology and education.
He is spending a lot of time developing an apprecia
tion for rhe hisrory of che college, and che legacy rhac has
been entrusted ro him.
"My long-term challenge is ro continue the great
things char Dean Robbins has already established, so I'm
very exci ted about char," Polite said. "If I was ro chink
about an immediate challenge, I would say getting the
news about rhe College of Education our ro rhe public.
I've been in higher education for a number of years, and
as a native ro rhe scare of Michigan, I was aware rhac there
was a college of education ac Eastern Michigan University,
bur I didn't know char it was the largest producer of edu
carors in the nation. And char is a fact char should be well
known and respected around the country."
Poli re, who starred at EMU the same day as new presi-
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"When w e start talking about
teacher production, we're
not only producing for the
state, we are producing
highly qualified teachers for
the world," Dean Polite said.

dent John A. Fallon, Ill, comes from a scace chat hired more
than 6,000 teachers in recent years. Bue only 1 ,400 had
degrees from Maryland colleges or universities. (Bowie Scace
is in Bowie, Md., about 1 3 miles outside Washington, D.C.)
The numbers illustrate a core philosophy for Police: EMU is
producing teachers for Michigan and beyond.
"Having grown up here, I know chat many young
people who accend college in Michigan expect ro gee a
job 2 5 miles from wherever chey wenc ro high school.
In reality, Michigan is one of che few scares where there
is a glue of teachers, while some of che surrounding
states are in desperate need," he said. "So when we scare
talking about teacher production, we're noc only pro
ducing for che scace, we are producing highly qualified
teachers for the world . "
Police was born i n New York scare, bur came ro live
in Detroit with an aunt after his parents died. He attend
ed parochial schools (Sc. Catherine's Elementary and High
School) through high school, and then enrolled ac
Wilberforce University in Ohio. He had a co-op job dur
ing his first semester that involved a trip ro Boston.
Before che semester was over, Police had changed colleges,
and enrolled at Boston University, attracted by che cam
pus' urban setting and a newfound sense of place.
He received his undecgraduace degree in sociology
from Boston University in 1 972 and a master's degree in
3 6 People, Progrrn & Eastern Michigan University
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" WE HAVE TO GET
MORE MEN, MEN OF
ANY COLOR, INTO
K- 1 2 SCHOOLS. "
secondary education/social studies from Boston Scace
College in 1 979. For six years starting in 1 97 1 , he caught
in che Boston Public Schools district. During chis rime,
court-ordered desegregation of che school system
occurred. Police oversaw rhac program for five years as
director of che external l iaison unit wirhin che discricc's
Department of Desegregation.
He left che discricr in 1 982 for a three-year seine as fed
eral programs monitor wich che Deparrmenc of Education
in che U.S. Virgin Islands. He returned co che Decroic area
in 1985, served as principal ac Service Regional High
School in Decroic, and chen as an assiscanc and full princi
pal for Oak Park Public Schools over a five-year period. le
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was during this time that he became a follower of the up
and-coming Pisrons, although nine years in Bosron left
him a Red Sox and New England Patriots fan.
It was also during this rime that he enrolled i n the
docroral program at Michigan State Universi ty, where he
received his Ph.D. in 1 9 9 1 in educational leadership and
sociology. His dissertation ropic was titled: "All dressed
up with no place ro go: A critical ethnography of African
American males i n an urban high school."
With his doctorate i n hand, Polite headed to
Washington, D.C. , and The Catholi c University of
America, where be served first as an assistant and then an
associate professor from 1 99 1 -96. Police then was named
the Dr. Euphemia Lofton Haynes Professor of Education
at The Carbol ic University of America, a position he held
until 200 1 . In chat position, he coord i nated all graduate
educational admi n iscracion programs.
In 200 l , he went to Bowie Stace, where he served as
the founding dean of, and professor in, the School of
Education. Bowie Scace is a public university with about
5 ,800 students. He c ites three major accomplishments
during his four years there: coord inating a successful
accreditation review; creation of a Visiting Scholars pro
gram; and a crack record of attracting federal money.
It was at Bowie Scace chat be helped secure a
$330,000 congressional grant ro serve as seed money to

esrablish a new Male Teacher Initiative. He wanes co make
similar progress on chat issue at EMU.
"We have to get more men, men of any color, into K12 schools. Jr's now possible for boys co go through 12 years
of schooling and have only one or two men as teachers," he
said. "And that is an obvious void in their development, co
not have balanced gender representation in the classroom .
Ir's becoming a critical need to have more men."
Similarly, the need is i ncreasing to have more minori
ties enter the education field. "Given the number of
minority students here at Eastern and the i ncreasing
number of minorities in southeast Michigan, that is
becoming more and more important," he said. Pare of the
solution is salesmanship, he said. Students need to be
made aware of the job opportunities, the pay and benefits,
and che sense of satisfaction char comes from reaching. Jr's
an approach that business and science fields are using to
recruit minority students, and it is one the education field
should embrace as well, he said.
I r's a message char the young students from Oecroi c
needed co hear chat morning from "Principal" Police. "It's
important co help young people at chat early age know
chat it is possible to become a reacher or co become an
administrator, because that's how ocher fields are selling
themselves," he said. "We have ro do chat for education.
We have co cell chem i e's a worthwhile career." •!•
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REACHING OUT
EMU Hillel
helping recruit,
retain ] ewish
students
By Kevin Merrill

Jodie Friedman is symbolic of the
metamorphosis under way at EMU
Hillel, cbe Jewish organization char
serves scudenrs ac Eastern Michigan
Universi ty. During her freshman year,
the Farmington resident lived in an
on-campus residence hall but felt
unconnected co other students. She
wasn't happy with her major, and life
seemed co be an empty loop, linking
her dorm room and classrooms to ber
bedroom at home, where she would
return each weekend.
As for Hillel, she visited its
Washtenaw Avenue office only once
and never attended the group's
monthly Shabbar (Sabbath) dinners.
What a difference a couple of
years makes. Now, che senior special
education major spends most of her
rime in the Ypsilanti area and already
plans co earn a master's degree at
EMU. She has an internship at Hillel
chis year, edits irs Web site, and coor
dinates rhe group's Al cernacive Spring
Break program.
" ow, I feel like I am at home,
both figuratively and literally," said
Friedman, 2 1 . Hillel's offices are in a
former s i ngle-fam ii y home across rhe
screec from McKenny Union. " Ir's
goc chat homey feeling and i t makes
me feel ac peace. "
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ow, Hillel wanes to do for och
ers what it did for Friedman: give
current students a place to gather,
make new friends and feel connecced.
Ir also wanes to become a beacon to
prospective Jewish students across
metropolitan Detroit who are con
sidering enrolling at EMU.
"There's a great porenc i a l here
ac Eastern for growth," said Aaron
Kaufman, who serves as campus
di recror of EMU H i l lel, one of 180
H i llel Foundations nationwide.
"There's a possibility in cbe next
five years for us co grow and
become strong enough tbar Jewish
srudencs will rake a good look at
cboosi ng Eastern over other i n-srace
opc10ns.
By Hillel's unofficial estimates,
EMU bas abouc 1 ,200 Jewish stu
dents (undergraduate and graduate)
and anocber 4,000 Jewish alumni.
Bue both numbers are rough esti
mates. Eastern Michigan University
cannot and does not ask students
about religion on applications or on
any other form. As a result, char
information is missing from all
alumni records, too.
"Still, che numbers are higher
cban you chink. We do everything we
can to raise our profile on campus so
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students who want to find us can, bur we also actively seek
out students who are interested in Jewish l i fe," said
Kaufman, who became campus director at EMU in 200 1 .
"My best guess is chat the incoming class will have at lease
a couple of hundred students, based upon the numbers chat
we've had in the past."
EMU is fully behind Hi llel and its role in increasing
enrollment of Jewish students. Earlier c h is year,
University officials and Kaufman met with members of
the Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Decro i c to build a
stronger relationship between EMU and the Jewish com
munity, and to share strategies on increasing enrollment
of Jewish high school students at EMU. According to the
Jewish Federation of Mecropolican Detroit, the region has
an esti mated 1 00,000 Jewish residents.
In che lase eight years, H i l lel has undergone a renais
sance, from a student organization sharing cramped space
with dozens ofochers inside a campus building co one with
its own building and cwo full-time employees. Qoining
Kaufman is Jenn Scoccer, program associate.) The Jewish
Federation of Mecropolican Detroit enabled che transfor
mation by buying and renovating its current building and
encouraging the organization to create a plan for growth.
In addition to the physical changes, Hillel is making
itself more relevant by becoming more exciting. Students
are organ izing more on- and off-campus events, from
attending Pistons' games as a group co helping organize
special evenrs on campus, such as lase year's presentation
of "One Arab, One Jew, One cage. Two Very Funny
Guys" at McKenny Union.
The organization also supports the growth of student
groups across campus, and serves as hose for bi-weekly
habbac dinners, attendance at which has climbed from
less than a dozen ro nearly 30 i n che past few years.
'The changes we're going through are amazing," said
Friedman, who graduated from Farmington Harrison
High School in 2002 and applied only co EMU. "We
have so many more programs. I know we're moving on
che right crack."
Kaufman and H i l lel also plan to reach out co former
Jewish students at EMU. "There's no Jewish alumni chapter
yet buc we're working hard to identify chem. We wane to be
in couch with alumni, we wane co find our what i c was like
here in the '60s, '70s and '80s," Kaufman said. " lc's a way co
connect back co campus and i t's a way co give coday"s stu
dents something chat these alumni didn't have. And some
times chat makes a difference for a loc of these students.··
Bue for now, l l illel's focus is on coday's students,
whether encouraging the scare-up of a Jewish fraternity or
a program for new scudents.
The Jewish fraterni ty, Alpha Epsilon Pi, scarced lase
year and its members are planning a recruitment drive
chis fal l . Several members have rented a house off campus
40 People. Progre,s & l:..i,tern Michigan Uniwrsity I Fall 1005

and will move i n cogecher i n September.
"The national (AEPi organization) approached us and
asked if we would be interested i n being 'founding
fathers' of a new chapter," said ace Bankirer, a 1 9-year
old sophomore from Mc. Pleasant, Mich., who is majoring
in special education. He chose EMU because of ics educa
tion programs, and said he appreciates and values ''che
way adminiscracors and teachers put themselves out there
for students. They're accessible and they help," he added.
Bankirer also serves as president of the Jewish
Education cudencs Group w i t h i n the College of
Education. (The formation of a Jewish business students
group is being considered). The education group started
as a resource for members by organizing speakers and
ocher special evencs. ow, ics members are helping stu
dents across che col lege by serving as a cultural resource
when i c comes co issues of reaching and reaching elemen
tary- and high school-aged Jewish students.
Jodie Friedman
(left) and Kourtney
Spaulding are two
of Hillel's more
involved students.
Both graduated
from Farmington
Harrison Higli
School, and are
members of Alpha
Phi Omega.

The new-student program is called FYSH, which
stands for First-Year Students of H i l lel, and ic debms chis
fall during new-scudenc oriencacion. Leadi ng the effort is
Kourtney paulding, a 1 9-year-old sophomore from
Farmingcon H i l ls.
"I asked Aaron, 'Can I make myself a job at Hillel?'"
she recalled. Her solution: create che FYSH program ac
EMU, which is designed to make the cransicion co college
l i fe easier for incoming Jewish students. It also has anoth
er purpose, as paulding sees ic: co show a new generation
of students char " H i llel isn't a dorky thing co do."
Having such a program would have made her already
easy transition co EMU even easier, she said. She and
Kaufman drew up a plan and a budget, and found a donor
ro fund the program's first year, including coses for her co
acrend a summer leadership conference.
" J absolutely love Eastern," said Spaulding, another
graduate of Farmingcon Harrison, who, like Friedman, is a
member of Alpha Phi Omega, a national community serv
ice frarernicy. " Here, you gee a lor more one-on-one atten
tion than you chink. In my classes, every one of my teachers
knew my name. "
She and ocher FYSH leaders will cake new srnclents
around the area, showing chem everything from where co
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" I think there are several
major components of
flourishing Jewish student
life. One is a strong Hillel,"
said Aaron Kaufman, director
of EMU Hillel since 2001 .

pray (synagogues) co where co shop (grocery scores).
''One thing chat's important for Jewish scudents here,
by and large, is co know ocher Jewish students, co have
chat kind of connection, in addition co their larger social
network," Kaufman said.
Spaulding will use her role as an orientation counselor
ac EMU co help spread the word about FYSH. Bue with
out a list of scudents to work from, identifying prospec
tive FYSH participants requires detective work.
"You kind of play che 'name game,"' said Spaulding,
an aspiring middle school teacher majoring in technology
and design education i n the College of Education. "That
really is the only way."
'Tm not going co say, 'Hey, are you Jewish'' Bm I'll be
looking at lase names and making some assumptions, or
looking for people wearing a Scar of David. Hopefully, I'm
going co gee a lot more people into my program."
EMU Hillel, like the ocher Hillel Foundations across
Michigan, uses several methods co identify prospective
members. One is The Detroit Jewish News, which pro
duces a cap-and-gown issue each spring chat lists where
many of the higher-achieving Jewish srndents are attend
ing school. "We go through chat because it's a great way co
find scudents who are coming co Eastern," Kaufman said.
In addition, Hillel is in couch with synagogues, yomh
groups and Jewish K-12 schools co see where graduates are
attending. Lastly, Hillel reviews che names of EMU's

incoming students co make guesses based on lase names.
" We're in couch, through some way, shape or fashion,
with almost half of EMU's escimaced Jewish students,
which is, percentage-wise, pretty good," Kaufman said.
o reliable numbers are collected statewide on Jewish
arrendance at public universities and colleges. Bur the
University of Michigan, with an estimated 6,000 co 7 ,000
Jewish students, has by far rhe largest Jewish student popu
lation (Kaufman has cwo degrees from U-M.) The second
largesc enrollment is at Michigan Scare University, with an
estimated 3,000 srndents. Eastern Michigan is crying co lay
claim co third, Kaufman said, but needs co break away from
a pack chat contains Central Michigan University, Oakland
University and Wayne Scace University.
Bue for all the investments Hillel is making, no one
is going co confuse Ypsilanti with New York any time
soon. "Eastern is a place chat until very recently did not
have an organized Jewish community. Ocher than Hillel,
there is no insticucional Jewish presence in rhe ciry of
Ypsilanti, ei ther. And so, it's either go co Ann Arbor or go
co Detroit," Kaufman said.
Hillel didn't have a full-rime direccor at EMU until
1 997, when ir scarred receiving an allocation from the Jewish
Federation of Metropolitan Detroit. "We're here now, we're
here co scay and we're growing," Kaufman said. •:•
( Ifyo11 are interested in lec1mi11g more abo11t EMU Hii/el, con
tact Aaron Kaufman at 734. 482. 04 56 or aaron@em11hiflel.org.)
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Determined leadership
New trustees guide growth of EM U Foundation

Larry Warren (left), past chairman of the
EMU Foundation, congratulates William
Morris, the newly elected chairman.

Two new trustees recently were elected to
the Eastern Michigan University Foundation
Board of Trustees for three-year terms.
Also, two trustees were named to the
board to represent the EMU Alumni
Association and EMU emeritus faculty. All
serve as volunteers.
Donald C. Barr, Jr., an EMU alum
nus, is founder and president of
Greenfield Commercial Credit, based in
Troy, Mich. Previously, Barr was employed
by City National Bank and served 1 8 years
with Michigan National Bank. He received
his bachelor's degree in business educa
tion from EMU in 1 97 1 . Barr generously
supports the endowed scholarship estab
lished at EMU in honor of his parents,
Maxine and Donald Barr, both of whom
served as trustees with the Lincoln Health
Care Foundation.
Abe A. Karam, an EMU alumnus,
moved to the United States in 1 958 from
Beirut, Lebanon. He received a bachelor's
degree in business administration in 1 962
and his MBA in 1 965. After interning with
AXA/Equitable Life Assurance, Karam
joined the company as an agent in 1 965.
In 1 975, he was inducted into Equitable's
Hall of Fame and in 1 980 was chosen as
the Midwest Regional Honor Agent. For the
past 39 years, he has consistently been a
member of the insurance industry's presti
gious Million Dollar Round Table. Karam

also has served as treasurer of the EMU
Alumni Association. He has been a mem
ber of the Ann Arbor Chamber of
Commerce since 1 975 and is an active
member of the St. Nicholas Greek
Orthodox Church in Ann Arbor. Karam is a
consistent, generous supporter of EMU.
David P. Mamuscia, EMU class of
1 967 and 1 97 1 , will represent the EMU
Alumni Association and Jack D. Minzey,
EMU class of 1 950, will represent the
emeritus faculty on the Foundation board.
Mamuscia recently retired as vice presi
dent and consulting actuary, Midwest
region, Marsh Employee Benefit Services.
He serves as treasurer on the EMU Alumni
Board of Directors.
Minzey is department head and facul
ty emeritus, EMU Leadership and
Counseling. He has been honored with
EMU's Distinguished Alumnus Award and
the Outstanding Service Award from the
National Community Education Association.
The following officers were elected for
2005-06:
William Morris, chairman, EMU
class of 1 964, president, Monroe County
Industrial Development Corp.
Daniel Arbour, vice chair, EMU class
of 1 977, vice president, North American
Sales, ProQuest Co.
Marilyn Opdyke, vice chair, EMU
class of 1 981 , president, The Opdyke
Group.
James Greene, vice chair, attorney,
Dykema Gossett.
Kenneth Bruchanski, treasurer,
EMU class of 1 975, chief financial officer,
CIT Systems Leasing
Larry Warren, EMU class of 1 970
and 1 973, will serve as past-chair.
Representing Eastern Michigan
University for 2005-06 are:
John A. Fallon, Ill, EMU president;
John Dugger, dean, College of
Technology; and James F. Vick, vice pres
ident for student affairs.
Professor Daryl Barton will repre
sent the EMU Faculty Council and the stu
dent representative for 2005-06 is Robert
Murkowski, EMU student body presi
dent. The EMU Foundation is a private,
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nonprofit corporation that increases private
support and manages endowment assets
for the benefit of Eastern Michigan
University.
Nancy Midc, is ro1111111mications coordi
nator and \.l'leb content manager for the
EMU Fo"nclation.

Donald G. Barr, Jr.

Abe A. Karam

David P. Mamuscia

Jack D. Minzey
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28 Spooky

Downtown Ypsilanti
Halloween Festival. Bring
your little ghouls and
goblins to Downtown
Ypsilanti to enjoy a night
of spooktacular fun

Latino Festival

Riverside Park and Frog
Island. Salsa, culture, food,
dance and community infor
mation. Entrance fee: $5

Homecoming

EMU Homecoming Week
begins. Eighth annual
Oozeball tournament
starts the fun

.6 Hip hop

Chuck D, leader and co
founder of legendary rap
group Public Enemy, speaks.
8 p.m., EMU Convocation
Center. EMU students: $5

� Steppin' out

Black Alumni Chapter Greek
Step Show. 7 p.m., Pease
Auditorium

Chappelle

Comedian Dave Chappelle
performs. 8 p.m., Convoca
tion Center. (Show contains
adult content.) Ticket info:
734.487.2282

1 Homecoming
Homecoming game.
2 p.m. kickoff vs. Kent
State University
1 Tomlin in concert
Comedian Lily Tomlin
performs. 9 p.m., Pease.
Ticket info: 734.487.2282

8 Family affair

29 Spooky

Director Kevin Miller and
the EMU Symphony
Orchestra present an
entertaining evening of
surprises and spooky
music. Patrons are invited
to come in costume! $ 1 0
adults, $8 students and
seniors, $6 children under
12. 7:30 p.m., Pease

Family Day, an afternoon
of games and events for
people of all ages.
Noon-4 p.m., locations
across campus

22 Czech mix

Druha Trava, a band of
young musicians from the
Czech Republic's flourish
ing Czech bluegrass
scene, performs.
8 p.m., Pease. EMU
students: $5

8 Catalog queen

Lillian Vernon, one of
America's most
accomplished and
well-known leaders in the
catalog industry, speaks.
3 p.m. Free

8 Idolized

The hugely popular
"Eastern Idol" returns for a
second year. Auditions
throughout October.
Finals are Nov. 8

9 Supersized

Morgan Spurlock, star and
executive producer of the
Academy Award-nominat
ed film "Super Size Me,"
speaks. 7 p.m., Pease.
EMU students: $5

22 Top teachers

1 5th Annual Teaching
Excellence Awards,
9:30 a.m., McKenny
Union Ballroom

5 Motor City

The Eagles play a home
game at Detroit's Ford
Field against Western
Michigan, 1 p.m. kickoff

3 Bands on the run

Local bands face off in this
first-ever EMU competition.
Four nights of fun and
great music: Nov. 3-4 and
Nov. 1 0- 1 1 . Pease

Okay, we just couldn't resist.
No, Randy, Paula and Simon
are not coming to EMU. But
the EMU version of the show
the popularized, "American
ldol,' is returning. Tryouts start
in October; the finals are
Nov. 8 at Pease Auditorium.
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Membership in the Alumni
Association at Michigan
State Normal College now
exceeds 1,000. Fall
enrollment hits a record
high, as 970 students sign
up for classes, up from 855
in 1904. Students returning
to campus find renovations
completed at the college
chapel, tennis court, library
and boiler room. An
all-student meeting takes
place at the gymnasium for
the purpose of teaching all
students the college songs
and yells to use at football
games. The football team
prepares for its first home
game of the year against the
freshman team from the
University of Michigan. And
tennis is now accepted as a
physical education credit
for female students.
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The newest women's
residence hall, Mary
Goddard Hall, opens. It has
240 beds and cost
$ 1 million to build.
Meanwhile, construction is
under way at Pine Grove
Apartments, which will serve
families. The Homecoming
committee selects " 1 849 Westward Ho!" as the
homecoming theme,
reflecting the year of the
University's founding. The
Michigan state legislature
approves a change in name
for Michigan State Normal
College to Eastern Michigan
College, effective July 1 ,
1 956. Enrollment is up
20 percent to 3,400. More
than 1,000 freshmen arrive
on campus, up 30 percent
from 1 954. The college
drops its grading system
based on a three-point scale
and adopts one based on a
four-point scale.

EM U & Detroit
Come to Detroit's Ford Field
Nov. 5 to root on the Eagles
The EMU Eagles return to Ford
Field, home of the Detroit Lions,
again this year. The football
team faces \'v'estern Michigan
University at I p.m. The Office
for Alumni Relations plans a
tailgate, so make sure you save
the date in order to watch a
much-improved Eagles' team seven starters return for an
offense ranked 2 1st nationally in
2004 - play in this unique
venue. For game tickets, call
7 .H .487 .2282. For more updates,
visit www.emich.edu/alumni.

25

As state appropriations are
reduced, EMU freezes
growth in programs. Tuition
rises $4 to $30 per under
graduate credit hour.
Carolyn Spatta becomes
EMU's first female vice presi
dent. Residence halls are
full, and many students are
asked to double up.
Groundbreaking begins on
the intramural/recreation
building. The newly formed
College of Technology
begins offering classes. Food
prices rise at McKenny
Union. A cup of coffee is
now 60 cents, up 1O cents.
Student Government
proposes raising its per-stu
dent fee from $1 per semes
ter to $2. It also wants the
fee levied during spring and
summer semesters. The
Regents approve a resolu
tion opposing holding con
ferences of the Michigan
Association of School
Boards in states that have
not yet ratified the Equal
Rights Amendment.

5

President Samuel A.
Kirkpatrick, who started May
1 5, begins to outline his
plans for a review of the
University's strategic
planning process. State
appropriations are
$1.7 million less than
expected. Construction
begins on The Village
(pictured above) near Hoyt
Towers. The faculty strike
after failing to reach an
agreement with the admin
istration on a contract. (A
contract was reached within
a week.) The football team
ended a five-year drought by
winning its season opener,
32-25, against Connecticut.
Sinbad performs at the EMU
Convocation Center.
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